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SPIRIT BROTHERS

	Spirit Brothers is an initiatory group supportive of spirit allies.  Founded by Sunset, a Dog 
Shaman, it supports a number of shamenistic traditions.

Name:  Spirit Brothers

Type:  Initiatory

Members:  34

Limitations:  Shamen only.  Dog may be accepted automatically, all other must pass normal 
admission tests.

Strictures:  Fraternity, Moral Obligations, Belief/Ethical Code.

Resources/Dues:  A patron maintains an alchemy shop, Dog Medicine Lodge 20, and some 
meditation facilities in a purified suvivalist bunker in the mountains northeast of Coos Bay, Oregon 
(within the City-State's circle of influence).

Customs:  Members spending significant time using the facilities are expected to donate a point of 
karma to the Hearth Spirit (a great dog) and to replace the supplies consumed.  The requirements of 
the Dog totem are viewed as moral obligations and are a stricture.

	That is, treat as Initiate strictures:  loyal to friends and families, defends people from 
dangerous spirits or evil magic.  Protects humanity from evil magicians at any cost.

	Individual freedom is valued, but healing and magical assistance to the needy and to members 
are expected and reach the level of a stricture.  Members are also expected to summon one or more 
allies as a part of initiation at some point and to give token amounts of karma to those spirits (if any) 
they use regularly.

Note:  Any Dog Shamen obeying his totem's requirements and who also has a deed (where he or she 
has stood for good against evil) can join this society without needing to make a success roll.  The 
applicant must physically travel to the patron's lodge and submit to an examination by the hearth 
spirit, but no other tests are required.    

	This society is typical of a totem related shamanistic support societies that can form up 
around Dog or Wolf (Totems whose primary virtue is loyalty and service).

	Free Spirits may also join as associate members and freed spirits are encouraged to remain. 
	Finally, members do occassionally purchase the names of elemental spirits in order to expand 
the reach of the spirits available to them.

Hearth Spirit
Force 14
Energy 7
	Animal Form (dog)
	Astral Gateway
	Personal Domain
	(and the usual accident, alienation, concealment, confusion, guard, search).
	Sorcery Skill 7  
		Analyze Personal Truth			3
		Claivoyance, Extended Range 		7
		Detect Enemies, Extended Range 	7
		Detect Life, Extended Range 		7
		Fire Ball						3
		Heal Deadly Wound 				7
		Influence						5
		Shapechange					3
		Transform						3
		Treat Deadly Wound 				7


Fire Elemental
Force 6
Energy 5
	Form masked as flames in hearth
	Astral Gateway
	Dispelling
	Wealth
	Dwells in the hearth

	The Fire Elemental is the core of the Hermetic Circle Group (or Great Circle Society), an 
initiatory society similar to Spirit Brothers, but only for hermetic mages.  They share some of the 
facillities and benefits of Twilight Dancer's patronage (see contacts of Sunset Dancer).


	Sunset Dancer, Patron of Spirit Brothers
	Male, gray-blond hair, blue-gray eyes
	Human
	Karma	6
	Lifestyle	middle
	Money	71,000
	Base		Shamen (Dog Totem)


ATTRIBUTES

	Body			3
	Quickness		6 	Strength		2
	Charisma		6
	Intelligence	6
	Willpower		6
	Essence		6
	Magic	    	6		11 (+4 Spirit/+6 Focus)
	Reaction		6


SKILLS

	Alchemy concentration	10
	(Enchantment = 9; conjuring and sorcery = enchantment -2)
	Armed Combat
			specialized Mage Sword 8
	BioScience	2
	Conjuring		
	Negotiation	5
	Magic Theory	6
	Sorcery		
	Stealth		5


LANGUAGES

	English		8		8
	Icelandic		8		9		(8 karma) 
		(centering skill)
	Japanese		3		3
	German		7		7


CYBERWARE

	None

CONTACTS

	Twilight Dancer (mate)
	Shamen Society (1d6+1)
	Talismonger
	Tribal Chief (buddy)


GEAR

	Chameleon Armor SuperLight Jacket (5/3) 
						75,000 nuyen
	Enchanting shop	    105,000 nuyen
	Hermetic Hard Copy		10,000 nuyen
	Lodge, Force 20		10,000 nuyen
	MagicDoc Contract	Gold 

	Orichalcum Mage Sword Force 6  
	Orichalcum Spell Locks (on medicine belt)
		(actually targets for quickened spells)

	"Spell Lock" (PCS)   +6 to Reaction
	"Spell Lock" Clairvoyance 6
	"Spell Lock" Armor 
		(+16 to armored jacket)
	"Spell Lock" Comfort +6
		(+/-60 degrees protection)

	Portable Computer Bracelet 100mp


SPELLS

	Antidote D Toxin	1/2/d2  Force 1
	Detox D Toxin		1/1/s1  Force 1
	Heal Aging		1/3/d6  Force 1  
	Heal D Wound		1/2/d2  Force 1
	Magic fingers		1/1/m2  Force 1
	Makeover			1/1/l1  Force 1
	Manabolt			6/1/d3  Force 6
	Powercloud		1/3/m2  Force 8
	Prophylaxis D Path	1/2/d2  Force 3
	Slay HMHVV		1/1/m1  Force 9
	Stabilize			1/1/m1  Force 1


OTHER

	Bound Elemental
		Force 5 Air Elemental
		(Bound by name.  Bound to many services)
		(2 karma given to elemental)


ALLIED SPIRIT
ardent tryst
Force 4 
5 points spells 
Sense Link 
Skill 
	Immunity Normal Weapons (8 automatic successes)
	Manifestation as furry puppy 4M2 (+force)
		Body 	4
		Quickness	4
		Strength	4
		Charisma	6
		Intelligence	6
		Willpower		6
		Essence		6
		Magic		4
	Sense Link
	Skill	Tracking	2 	Sorcery 7
		Spell	Analyze Device 1
		Spell	Extended Clairvoyance 4
		Spell	Detect Enemies 2
		Spell	Mind Probe 1
		Spell	Detect Life 4
	Telepathic Link
	Three Dimensional Movement

	For reference, this allied spirit is a Dog Totem Spirit of Man category spirit.

